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Chanel's  haute couture show for spring/summer 2018 is  the subject of a new documentary. Image credit: Chanel

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Luxury Daily's live news from Dec. 24:

Interparfums appoints new CEO for US market

Fragrance group Interparfums has named Pierre Desaulles president of its  United States distribution subsidiary.

Click here to read the entire article

Douglas Elliman's Retail Group chairman Faith Consolo dies

Faith Consolo, the chairman of real estate brokerage Douglas Elliman's Retail Group, died suddenly on Dec. 23 at
the age of 69.

Click here to read the entire article

Richemont teams with Alibaba on brand protection

Conglomerate Richemont is joining ecommerce giant Alibaba's Anti-Counterfeiting Alliance, becoming the latest
luxury company to link up with the Chinese firm on intellectual property efforts.

Click here to read the entire article

Calvin Klein, Raf Simons split over strategic differences

U.S. fashion label Calvin Klein's chief creative officer Raf Simons is leaving after only two years at the company.

Click here to read the entire article

Chanel gets television treatment with runway documentary

French fashion label Chanel is giving consumers a firsthand look at the preparations for its runway presentations
with a new Netflix film.
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Click here to read the entire article

Click here to read the morning newsletter
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